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Chapter I
The Office of Wing Commander Task

Cease Fire + 3 hours

Lieutenant Colonel Narven Task, Wing Commander of Wing I aboard the ISDII
Hammer, wasn't happy.

The engagement - historical records would call it "The Battle of Kiitauril-4," had gone
very well for Battlegroup I of the Emperor’s Hammer TIE Corps, by all accounts. Any
mission of this scope that ends with only one death (out of nearly four dozen pilots)
could be counted a win as far as most were concerned, but Task wasn't satisfied. The
pilots had performed well, and while their performance wasn't flawless, the errors
committed would be relatively easy to address in the simulators over the coming
weeks. That wouldn't make up for losing a pilot, but it could prevent him from losing
more in the future.

No, Task was somber about the loss, but pleased overall with his pilots. His irritation
stemmed from the flawed intelligence that he and the Commodore - Admiral
Phoenix Berkana - were given and used to create the plan of battle. He was
displeased with the cowardice of the commanding officer of the Chisel, and the
general ineptitude of the crew of the Torch, causing both Arquitens class light
cruisers to take severe damage unnecessarily.

Imperial standard operating procedure requires all pilots actively involved in an
engagement to file an after-action report within eight hours of return to the ship, so
Task was expecting to spend the evening analyzing the data from the individual
pilots, and piecing together a bigger picture of the battle from their combined
points-of-view. He was quite looking forward to it, in fact. It had been three hours
since the Hammer had called for a cease fire and secured from battle stations, a little
early for the reports. Task was expecting the first reports to start rolling in from his
more diligent pilots within the next hour or two.

In the meantime, however, he had been tasked with debriefing the pilots personally.
Checking in with them was important to their mental health, gave him a better
overall understanding of the way things went down from their points of view, and
was a barometer of how everyone felt about the battle. Damage and performance
assessments could wait, he decided. He would have to grab the lead counselor from
the Medical department to accompany him, but her office was coincidentally on the



way to the staterooms and common areas that made up the pilots' quarters. But
before he performed this official duty, he wanted to get a feel for unit morale.

Narven Task secured the workstation at his desk and stood up, stretching out
muscles made sore by the constant tension of battle. The pilots were sure to be
gathered in the Bastion at this point, waiting for information on the conclusion of the
battle, for news of the fellow pilots who were injured, and grieving for their lost
comrade. Decision made, Task left his office and headed for the med bay, to get the
most current status of his wounded pilots, hoping to bring good news to the rest in
the bar. No doubt many of them would be inebriated past the point of filing their
reports, but just this once “the Taskmaster”  was willing to go easy on them.

As he strode the passageways of the Hammer, Task considered diverting to the
bridge to check on cleanup efforts. There was a lot of debris to check, searching for
survivors or salvage, especially the crippled Victory II class Star Destroyer the pirates
were using as their flagship. The Emperor's Exult was still mostly intact, so the
maintenance specialists in Operations and Engineering departments were hopeful
they could find some key components needed for the EHTC Vic II Star Destroyer
Anvil, which had itself been pretty heavily damaged in the battle.

The pirates' other ship, the Subjugator class Nefarious Intent, was completely and
utterly destroyed. Despite being much larger than any other ship in this region, the
plan to have the TIE Punishers flown by Lambda Flight II concentrate their bombs
worked far better than expected, breaking the back of the heavy cruiser relatively
early in the fight.

“Not well enough, though.” Task sometimes spoke half-thoughts out loud, a habit he
picked up a long time ago when his brain was in high gear. The proton bombs
dropped by the Punishers were of the armor piercing, high yeild variety, intended for
use as “bunker-busters” during the Galactic Civil war. The design is so effective and
robust, they are still being manufactured to nearly 50 year old specifications, and the
EH has a manufacturing plant dedicated to making them on Lyccos II, in the
subterranean caverns in the plant’s crust. They penetrated the Intent’s thick hull
plating and exploded with enough force to crack the ship nearly in half, all in the first
ten minutes of the engagement. Unfortunately, the ship was designed in such a way
that the front hangar was still functional, and somehow the droid crew managed to
launch dozens of the droid Vulture fighters that terrified the Republic during the
Clone Wars even as the ship fractured around them.

He shuddered, vividly reliving the moment when crewman on the bridge first began
reporting on the swarm of Vulture droids being launched from the stricken ship. The
number kept rising, for several minutes, and the urgency in the crewman's voice



grew with the numbers. First a dozen, then two dozen more. Ultimately the
Nefarious Intent launched almost 100 fighters, a number intelligence had assured
the planning team was impossible.

Task recalled his hurried orders to the flights of TIE Defenders of Alpha, Delta, and
Epsilon squadron, the last of which was assigned to escort the heavy bombers on
their run to destroy the Intent, and it rang in his ears.

"Epsilon Flights I & II, be advised. A large number of Vulture droid fighters are
inbound to intercept Lambda Flight II. Engage and defend. Alpha Flight III, Delta
Flight III, you are free to engage when the Phantoms get clear.”

It was the correct call, and each pilot in the Alpha, Delta, and Epsilon Defenders
accounted for at least half a dozen of the Vultures, but they were still severely
outnumbered and beginning to run out of ordnance. Task made the call to pull
Gamma Flights I & II, in TIE Defenders and the new TIE Advanced X2 fighters
respectively, off of their assignment escorting the gunboats of Gamma Flight III
attacking the Exult and into the dogfight that swirled around the disintegrating
heavy cruiser. The Gamma gunboats were pounding the smaller ship with
torpedoes, and at that time were still relatively safe from the Vulture droids.

There was a small window of time, between when the fighters from Alpha, Delta, and
Epsilon pulled back and when the Defenders and TIE Advanced fighters of Gamma
squadron entered the engagement zone. It was a gap that Task knew he’d look back
on with regret for the rest of his life. The mostly unscathed fighters disengaged and
headed for the Reapers of Lambda Flight III to rearm as the fresh fighters were
inbound,and in that moment the turbolasers on the Emperor’s Exult turned to fire
on the Punishers attacking the Nefarious Intent. Lambda Flight II, intent on
following their first two devastating bombing runs on the ship with a final lethal
blow, never even saw the smaller ship slew around and take aim. The massive green
bolts virtually leapt from the barrels of the turbolaser batteries, lashing out at the
unwary heavy bombers.

Despite the damage inflicted on the Exult by the missiles and rotary cannons of
heavy assault squadron Beta, and the torpedoes of Gamma Flight III, the heavy
turbolaser batteries were fully functional. In direct contradiction to the intelligence
that had been used to plan the mission. Task was furious all over again, hoping
someone would be held accountable for the failure of intelligence that had put the
entire mission in jeopardy, caused significant damage to several capital ships in a
limited fleet, and most importantly, cost the life of one of his pilots.



Three of the TIE Punishers of Lambda Flight II took indirect or glancing hits, enough
to knock them out of the fight. Those pilots and heavy bombers had been recovered;
Lieutenant Commander RedBaron had severe but non-life-threatening injuries,
Commander Merlin and Captain Gytheran were pretty shaken up but their injuries
were minor.

“Oh, Solohan.” Task wasn’t particularly fond of the Ewok captain, and he knew the
feeling was mutual. Solohan crashed everything he flew, seldom submitted his
paperwork on time, and had a temper better suited to a Wookiee gladiator than a
genetically modified teddy bear. But he was popular in his squadron, and an
effective executive officer. In fact, most of the Hammer had, at some point in time,
gotten a laugh from the diminutive pilot, and he was a good sport about it. His love
for Twi’lek women and zucchini was famous throughout the Emperor’s Hammer,
and his guidance was usually wiser than anyone would have expected. Yes, he had
been responsible for some interesting moments on the ship, including that fiasco
with the infection that plagued the Wing and a fistfight with the Wookiee, but he
was in a lot of ways the heart of the Hammer.

“And now he’s gone.”  There.  He said it.

Saying it out loud made it real again, and despite their personal differences, Task felt
a knot growing in his throat. It wasn’t helped by the feeling that he, personally, had
sent the pilot in to risk his life without good intelligence; he had effectively sent the
Ewok to his doom. The image of the relayed tactical screen on the bridge of the
Hammer came to him unbidden, and he recalled the moment a full-power
turbolaser bolt struck the Lambda pilot’s ship squarely, essentially evaporating it
before he could even call for assistance.

Narven Task had to take a moment, and stopped in the passageway outside the
Drunken Bastion, well shy of the door that had betrayed him a mere few weeks ago.
He had to keep it together for the rest of the Wing; that was his job, and his
responsibility. Like a bolt of lightning, the thought crossed his mind that maybe he
needed to have a chat with the ship’s counselor himself.

Task collected his thoughts and tried to pull himself together. The pilots certainly
didn't need a Wing Commander that couldn't project the calm confidence his role
required. Going into the Bastion right now might actually cause more harm than
good.

With renewed purpose, he strode down the corridor, stopping only to check on the
location of the ship's lead counselor. Before he could help his people, he had to help
himself.  It was the best thing he could do for them right now.



Chapter Two
The Drunken Bastion
Cease Fire + 4 hours

It was supposed to be a place where the crew of the Hammer could gather for rest
and relaxation. A watering hole that catered primarily to the pilots of Wing I, the
Drunken Bastion had become the spot for off-duty crew to hang out. The dance
floor was nearly always packed, especially when the Ithorian Imperial - Captain Wolve
Excelsior Berkana - was DJing. The Wookiee pilot “Cheeks” was particularly
well-known for his love of dance, and his enthusiasm was infectious. People walked
into the Bastion in a bad mood, but very seldom did anyone leave in one.  Usually.

Tonight was different. Tonight, the mood was grim. The lights were low, lower than
usual, and there was no music. The equipment was set up just off the dance floor for
Captain Berkana, but he was still out in his shuttle and no one else - including the
Wookiee - was interested in music or dancing anyway.

Most of the pilots from Wing I were in the Bastion, taking up several large booths
along the portside wall and a number of tables near the bar. Empty pitchers were
replaced with full ones by H0-P5, the bartender droid, as fast as possible, and glasses
of various sizes littered the tables. There was a pall of smoke in the air; someone had
managed to smuggle death sticks onto the ship, and several pilots were indulging.
Of course, this was quite outside the standing orders of the ship, but the normally
prickly H0-P5 was disinclined to enforce the rules, just this once.

The conversations among the pilots ebbed and flowed, sometimes involving the
whole group, sometimes just one or two pilots comparing notes. The Battle of
Kiitauril-4 would go down in Imperial history as a dramatic victory over challenging
odds, and the planet was now deep in trade discussions with TIE Corps admiralty.
Rumors swirled throughout the ship that the system leadership was tentatively
seeking membership into the Emperor’s Hammer territories. The Wing had worked
very well together, executing the plan of battle with a high level of efficiency - no
doubt to the delight of the Wing Commander - and the pirates that had held the
planet hostage while impersonating Imperial forces had been utterly routed. Even
now, a battalion of elite stormtroopers were planetside, hunting down the pirates
who had gone into hiding.

Lambda squadron Flight I was still out there, examining the debris field, picking up
the few survivors who were still alive, and marking potential salvage opportunities.



The dominant conversation, of course, was Lambda Flight II. Gytheran, Merlin, and
RedBaron were all in the med bay after their Punishers were surprised by turbolaser
fire from the Emperor’s Exult. Two of the heavy bombers were repairable; half of
RedBaron's starfighter was missing and had to be towed back into the secondary
hangar, only good for parts.

The Reaper pilots of Lambda Flight III were essentially untouched, suffering only
minor carbon scoring. Captain Cheeks and Captain Black Ranger both disobeyed
orders, flying their support ships directly into harm’s way several times, but they
racked up more than a dozen Vulture droid fighter kills between them, and their
insubordination saved the lives of at least two fighter pilots and the ships of several
others from Alpha, Delta, and Gamma squadrons.

Naturally, their drinks were being paid for all night, and they were not being shy
about taking advantage of the gratitude of the fighter pilots. At some point the
chalquilla that officially doesn't exist on the Hammer was uncorked, and half the
bottle was already gone.

Ranger was particularly fond of ne'tra gal, an obscure black ale, and he was clearly
several pints deep when he decided to get up and chat with the Beta squadron
commanding officer and close friend, Commander KebleOmega.

"DuUuUude, how'rya holdin up?"

At least, that's what Kebla thought he heard as Ward "The Black Ranger" Anders
approached the table he shared with his executive officer, Captain Wildfire and a few
other pilots in Beta squadron.

Kebla fidgeted with his glass. He enjoyed having a drink from time to time, even to
excess on a rare occasion, but he wasn't really feeling like boozing it up. He looked
up at Ranger, glancing over at Wildfire and sighed heavily before responding.

"I dunno man. Not really doing great to be honest, but I'll be okay eventually, I
guess."

Just like the rest of his squadron, Kebla was burdened with guilt for the death of the
Lambda squadron’s executive officer. Beta squadron had been tasked with stripping
the defensive weaponry from the imposter ships, a task particularly well suited to the
heavy assault TIE bombers. It weighed heavily on them all that they didn't take out
the heavy turbolasers on the Emperor's Exult while they were destroying nearly every
other turret and launcher they could see, supposedly rendering the aged Victory II
class Star Destroyer impotent before moving on to the Nefarious Intent. Intelligence



had been confident the heavy batteries were inoperable, and the decision was made
to conserve their ordnance for functional threats. While every pilot in the squadron
knew intellectually that they had performed very well by any metric, not a single one
took that as consolation for the loss of a fellow pilot. Bar none, every member of Beta
squadron was burdened with hindsight and felt a sense of failure.

The fighter pilots from Alpha, Delta, Epsilon, and Gamma squadrons had bunched
up in the center of the bar, having pushed several tables together to make enough
seating for the group of nearly two dozen pilots and the datapads of information
downloaded from their fighters' tactical computers. They were drinking heavily and
arguing, eager to confirm their kills for the ship "killboard." The Subjugator class
heavy cruiser Nefarious Intent had launched a total of 120 Vulture droid fighters,
remnants of the Clone Wars but deadly in swarms.

By the time they were ordered to return to the Hammer, every last droid fighter had
been destroyed. No pilot claimed fewer than five kills, which when factored in with
the kills claimed by the two bloodthirsty support pilots added up to more kills than
fighters, so the discussion was at times heated. Tactical data flew back and forth as
fast as accusations of "stealing kills," but eventually they would sort it all out. They all
knew the Taskmaster would be the final arbiter and no one wanted to let him decide.

The fighter pilots were aware of the loss of the fiery little Ewok, and many of them
expressed their grief in bursts of anger, only to be calmed by their peers. The
brotherhood of fighter pilots is not unlike many other relationships in the galaxy;
contentious at times, but there was no one they'd rather argue with than their
comrades. They drew looks from other pilots in the Bastion, but it was understood
that among warriors, grief can take many forms. There were no explanations
necessary.

The Hammer mourned for Captain Solohan.

Chapter III
Medical Bay, ISDII Hammer

Cease Fire + 6 hours

Wing Commander Task stepped into the forward medical bay of the ISDII Hammer
with some reluctance. He had spent the last couple of hours deep in discussion with
the lead counselor on the ship, Captain Pa-Un-Toh, and had regained his bearings in
large part due to her ministrations. The Force-sensitive Cerean psychologist had
been able to lean on the Lieutenant Colonel and sooth his psyche, though of course
she didn’t tell him that’s what she was doing. When he approached her office, she
could feel his nerves, his anguish, like a coarse rope fraying to the edge of parting.



For an officer as infamously indifferent and self-absorbed as he was reported to be,
she found this a fascinating insight to the man. He carried a lot of emotion around,
tightly bound in the back of his mind, and those bindings slipped while he was
talking to her about the battle of Kiitauril-4.

In years past her Force sensitivity made her a target for various groups; the late
Supreme Chancellor Palpatine’s purge wasn’t quite as effective as perhaps he’d
hoped, late in the Clone Wars. Pa-Un-Toh slipped by their detection for years due to
her innate ability to hide her abilities, but she couldn’t avoid the recruiter for the
Emperor’s Hammer remnant when they approached her with an impressive offer to
become a psychological counselor for their flagship, the ISDII Hammer. Her success
in the private industry during the Galactic Civil War made her a standout in a way
that the Force never would have, and she was given a commission with little more
than an orientation class.

Task entered the bay where his injured pilots had been received, and was
immediately greeted by Commander Merlin and Captain Gytheran, who were
wrapped in various places with bacta-soaked bandages. The surviving Lambda
Flight II pilots assured him that they looked worse than they felt, and pointed him in
the direction of Lieutenant Commander RedBaron, who was completely submerged
in a vertical bacta tank. The hoses and lines attached to him gave him a vaguely
cyborg-like appearance, and the exposed parts of his body were virtually covered
with lacerations, healing at an accelerated rate but still quite visible a mere six hours
after the battle. His eyes were open and focused, and he waved at the Wing
Commander and gestured, first pointing at himself and then upwards. Task waved
him off; much better that he recover fully before worrying about anything else.

“Does he know… …about Solohan?” Task asked the enlisted crewman monitoring the
bacta tank readout. The crewman was young, with an innocent look that Task knew
from experience would be short-lived. This was probably the young man’s first
battle, and he had never faced any real danger, nor seen anyone injured in battle
until today.

“No, Wing Commander sir, he was unconscious until about an hour ago. He has a
receiver in his ear so you can talk to him if you want, sir.”

Task considered it briefly. On one hand, he deserved to know, but being burdened
with that knowledge and trapped in a bacta tank for another day or so would be
pure torture. A few moments passed with the crewman anxiously awaiting
instruction from the senior officer, and Task snapped out his considerations in such a
way that the aide very nearly jumped out of his skin.



“No, Crewman. I think we’ll just let him be for now. If he asks any questions, just tell
him he is under orders to rest and let the bacta do its job. Do not under any
circumstance allow him to deny the full regimen of treatment.”

The crewman’s eyes widened perceptibly and he just nodded. He didn’t know the
details, only that the Hammer battlegroup had handily won the conflict with only
one death, the Ewok pilot. Rumors abounded throughout the ship, including the
Medical department, but he wouldn’t repeat anything unconfirmed as a matter of
principle.

Task waved at RedBaron and returned to the central med bay, briefly talking with the
two recovering pilots. He gave them an official extension on their post-battle reports,
and let them know an in-person debrief would happen within the next few days.
Neither pilot felt much like talking, so he kept it short and professional, and left the
med bay with the intent of heading to the Bastion, where he knew he’d find most of
the rest of the Wing, nursing their grief and, in some cases, trying to erase the
memories of the battle through generous amounts of alcohol. He hoped to reach
them before too many were successful. He had one more stop to make though,
unfortunately not along the way.  He needed to see if they had found the body.

Chapter IV
Kiitauril-4, Low Orbit
Cease Fire +8 hours

The T-4a shuttles of Lambda squadron Flight I were reaching the end of their fuel,
and the pilots were reaching the end of the endurance. The battle itself was
relatively short, no more than half an hour, but cleanup would likely take weeks.

"Hammer, Lambda I-II here, coordinates incoming. I have several more racks of
unexploded ordnance on my scanner, please advise EOD. Beacon launch on my
mark…  mark!"

Captain Wolve Excelsior Berkana was an Ithorian and something of an oddity in the
Imperial Fleet. Ithorians were widely known in the galaxy as a race of pacifists, but
his circumstances were unlike any of his species, and he was anything but
peace-loving. He had a long history that brought him to the present day in his
capacity as a shuttle pilot, and he was reticent to share the details but readily offered
sarcastic advice, often to more than one person at a time. He was quite happy to fly
in any capacity and would often pull long solo missions voluntarily. No one was sure
if it was because he genuinely wanted to take some of the burden off of the rest of
the squad, if he simply preferred to fly alone, or if he was hunting for the people that



killed his parents, but as a result he had more time in the seats of various TIE fighters
and other Imperial craft than many had in their entire careers.

He was a no-nonsense kind of being, who said exactly what he meant to say,
whether he was speaking to the greenest of junior crewmen or the collected
admiralty.

That being said, he considered Solohan a good friend and had at first hoped he
would be the one to find him. As the search progressed the odds continued to
shrink, and by the time the low fuel warning popped on one of the many displays in
his shuttle, he had effectively given up hope.

"Copy Lambda I-II, beacon coordinates received. You are cleared for return to base,"
the young voice replied in that crisp, Imperial accent so prevalent among the space
traffic controllers. Wolve double-clicked his push-to-talk button in
acknowledgement and yawed the ship around, taking one last, lingering look
around the battlefield suspended above the planet.

Kiitauril was perhaps the most beautiful planetary system he'd ever seen, with a
black hole primary ejecting plasma hundreds of light years into space. Somehow,
against all the odds and a great many "laws" of physics, planets had formed and
orbited the black hole in gradually decaying elliptical paths that ran perpendicular to
the massive plasma jet. Rather than a single (or in some cases double or triple) "ball"
in the sky, the residents of Kiitauril-4 saw an entire swath of fire in the sky move from
horizon to horizon as the planet rotated on its axis once every 30 standard hours. It
was incredible from space, and he hoped the negotiations went well so that he
would have the chance to see it from the ground. Solohan would have loved it, a
perpetual fire in the sky.

The trip back to the Hammer was a challenge, negotiating around all the debris left
over while avoiding the various craft working to salvage what they could. Aside from
ordnance, there was very little they could use from the Clone Wars-era heavy cruiser,
but the pirates' other ship was a boon for the maintenance crews of Battlegroup I.

Wolve swung his shuttle up and into the hangar bay, looking for the controller that
would steer him into the proper landing area. He spotted the crewman, waving
what looked like short lightsabers, directing him to a location near the rear of the
hangar. Landing gear deployed, he set the Lambda class shuttle down, went
through his shutdown checklist, and lowered the ramp, looking forward to a few
drinks in the Bastion. A Chief crewman staggered over to the shuttle, prepared to
look over the craft and write up any maintenance discrepancies. Wolve saluted him,



exchanged a few words with him about some minor gripes he'd noticed while on
mission, and headed down the ramp.

Removing his helmet was always a challenge, but the Ithorian had years of practice
and did so while walking down the ramp, into the hangar. He saw another shuttle
from Flight I - probably the commanding officer, Colonel Genie - coming in, the
same sequence he had just performed. The crewman was directing Genie to land
next to him, but Wolve wasn't gonna stick around. Those drinks were waiting on
him. Over the general noise in the hangar and the distinctive sound of the Lambda
shuttle's 204-series ion sublight engines, Wolve thought he heard something… odd.
He called over to the crewman going through the post-flight maintenance checklist
on his shuttle.

“Hey Chief, do you hear something that sounds like… screaming?”

Chapter V
ISDII Hammer Bridge

Cease Fire +8 hours

For all the responsibility he shouldered, for all the authority that came with being in
charge of everything that flew in and out of the hangar (and their pilots and crew, of
course) on the Hammer as Wing Commander, Task hated being on the bridge. True,
it gave the best field of view, and having command and control all in one place made
perfect sense during a battle, but he had always felt the bridge was too exposed, too
vulnerable. Time after time during the Galactic Civil War he had read the reports on
Imperial II Star Destroyers (and many other ships that shared this overall design) had
been decapitated by snubfighters. The shield generators were even more vulnerable
above him, and more than once Task daydreamed about attaining rank high enough
to insist on a design overhaul.

That was decades ago, however, and that daydream had been shattered like the
second Death Star above Endor, more than 25 years ago. This was all they had, and
no new ships were being built; the Emperor’s Hammer was financially secure
enough to keep the existing fleet maintained well, but not so replete with funding
that they could afford to construct brand new ships, let alone design them from
ground up. So despite his misgivings, Task often found himself on the bridge,
keeping track of the Wing.

This evening, he carefully walked up to the huge transparisteel viewports that looked
out over the bulk of the Star Destroyer as he always did, and when Admiral Phoenix
Berkana turned to see who approached, the Lieutenant Colonel snapped to



attention, as he always did. Proper military bearing was important, and he tried to
set the example, though his people thought he was doing it to look good.

"Ah, Task. Good to see you, please be at ease." Admiral Berkana was a fairly laid-back
individual, generally speaking, and the Wing's performance today did impress him
quite a bit.  He didn't like Narven Task, but today he respected him.

"I want you to tell you again, your pilots did a fantastic job out there today. Losing a
pilot is tough - trust me, I know - but the work they did prevented the deaths of
thousands of civilians down there on the planet."

Task wasn't sure how to respond. He and his people weren't in the business of saving
lives. If that was a byproduct of their missions, so much the better, especially saving
Imperial (or potentially Imperial) lives. It was a small consolation, but praise from his
former subordinate turned Commodore was rare and Task savored it nonetheless.
Wing I had done very well, and he did deserve at least a little recognition for honing
them to such an elite level. Word had filtered down through the crew that the High
Admiral himself was very pleased at the overall success of the mission, and
considering promotions for key figures. The casualties and damage they had taken
while facing off against the Nefarious Intent and Emperor's Exult had been deemed
"well within acceptable losses" by the upper echelon of Emperor’s Hammer
leadership, and out here in the Unknown Regions that was of the utmost
importance.

The same could not be said for the captains of the Chisel and Torch. The Arquitens
class command light cruisers were fast and agile ships compared to larger capital
ships, with strong shields and armament that allowed them to engage in battle from
virtually any approach vector. They were primarily used for patrol and transport duty,
but also functioned well as anti-starfighter ships due to their high maneuverability
and fast tracking, turret-mounted light turbolaser batteries.

Admiral Berkana had ordered the Chisel into battle when the pirates' Victory II class
ship, the Emperor's Exult, opened fire with their heavy turbolasers. Placing the
smaller ship in close quarters and directly in the firing path of the larger turbolasers
was a gamble, but the shields on the Chisel were robust enough to take several
direct hits without damaging the ship, and he needed to buy time to get Beta
squadron into the attack pattern.

"What is going to be done about Captain Wexeller, if I may ask?" Task wasn't usually
a particularly curious person, but when the commanding officer of the Chisel
ordered his helmsman to pull the ship out of position after the first turbolaser volley
struck their shields during the engagement, the Admiral was apoplectic. Officially,



Task had heard that the first round of fire nearly depleted the Chisel's shields, but
later readouts proved that they had merely reduced shield strength by 10% or so.

"Oh, he's already been restricted to quarters, and I expect the High Admiral to reduce
his rank and send him off on patrol duty as someone's XO." Phoenix had little
patience for cowards and would like to see much harsher punishment, but Captain
Wexeller would soon be a Commander or even Lieutenant Commander soon, and
that would signify the end of a career for the  once-ambitious officer.

They continued discussing the battle, including the ill-fated decision by the
commanding officer of the Torch that was the source of most of the damage to both
ships. When Captain Muadblat saw the Chisel move out of position, he ordered his
helmsman to move in and continue to physically blockade the turbolasers until Beta
squadron could return to permanently disable them. A brave, bold move that could
have literally been the difference between life and death for the pilots of Wing I, both
the admiral and Task admired his decision. Unfortunately, the helmsman on the
Torch was relatively new to the position and underestimated the closing speeds
between the ships, causing a sweeping hull-to-hull contact engagement that
crushed armor plating and swept turrets from the bottom of the Torch and the
forward dorsal turrets from the Chisel. Capital ships shields are designed to absorb
shots from energy weapons and block fast moving kinetic impacts, from missiles to
micrometeoroids; they aren't designed to stop thousands of tons of starship.

Neither ship was critically damaged, a testament to the designers at Kuat Drive
Yards, but both would require significant repairs.

The admiral had just begun detailing the damage taken by the Anvil when a
crewman shouted up from the starboard command pit shouted,

"Admiral, they've found him!"

Epilogue
Drunken Bastion

Cease Fire +9 hours

The Empire was infamously xenophobic. With a few notable exceptions, all of which
were near-human, the old Empire would never have even entertained the idea of a
Wookiee officer. An Ithorian warrior in service to the Empire would have been a
great setup for a joke, not an esteemed pilot.

And an Ewok… well, Ewoks earned a lot of derision from the typical Imperial, whether
civilian or high ranking officer. It had taken years for the true story of Endor to filter



down to the populace, but by that time the little inhabitants of the forest moon had
become the butt of thousands of jokes. Never mind that a clan of stone age teddy
bears with the intelligence of a dim human child somehow managed to overrun an
Imperial stronghold and enabled the destruction of the second Death Star; they
were cute and hard to take seriously.

What the rank and file didn't realize, however, was that millions of years of evolution
had made these "teddy bears" far tougher than they appeared. They had sharp claws
and teeth, were virtually all muscle, and given the right motivation, capable of
surviving in all sorts of inhospitable conditions.

A handful of fringe Imperial scientists knew this, and captured a number of Ewoks
for experimental augmentation. They spent years developing a process that
enhanced Ewok intelligence to at least that of a "normal" human adult, and when
the program costs got out of hand, they terminated the test subjects…  or tried to.

Subject One of the Hadrian Advanced Neurotechnological program had been more
successful than anticipated. In fact, he had exceeded their expectations and
recognized the intelligence testing for what it was, and decided instinctively to hold
back on performing at his peak. When the scientists tried to herd the Ewoks down
to the exercise yard where they were to be terminated, the augmented Ewok fought
his way out, using his species' natural agility and ferocity to bite and claw his way
through them. He somehow made it to a shuttle, and intuited the controls enough
to get into space. The astronavigation droid managed the plotting and hyperspace
jump, and after a series of adventures the diminutive pilot made his way into the
Emperor's Hammer recruitment office.

It took half a dozen maintenance crewmen to extricate the Ewok from where he was
wedged, beside the rear turret on the T-4a Lambda class shuttle piloted by the
Imperial Ithorian. It took another half dozen crewmen - this time from the Medical
department - to subdue and sedate him. The back half of his uniform was effectively
gone, along with the fur; only the heat radiating into the hull from the engines below
where he was stuck kept him from suffering severe frostbite. In an incalculable
stroke of luck, his helmet, emergency air, and rebreather system was intact, keeping
him alive for the duration of the search and rescue operations, if only barely.

Solohan was delirious from pain and shock, but conscious enough to recognize the
hum of activity in the hangar when surrounded by atmosphere. After nearly eight
solid hours of absolute silence, broken only by his breathing and a constant stream of
expletives, the noise of the hangar was welcome. He was very nearly out of air but
managed to scream loud enough to be heard, and the rescue was begun.



His helmet comms had been tied into the TIE Punisher and so he had no way of
communicating when the turbolaser struck unexpectedly. The heavy bomber took
the hit directly in the stern, liquifying the hull and immediately detonating every
gram of ordnance in the ship. However, the angle of the turbolaser hit and the
looseness of his harness contributed to the way the Lambda squadron pilot was
ejected through the hexagonal transparisteel viewport, shooting off into space at a
high rate of speed, smoking as the vacuum of space quenched the flames licking the
back half of his body. Solohan had complained for weeks about the fit of his safety
harness; it was far too loose for the small pilot. But that loose harness likely saved the
Ewok's life.

The odds of the now-ballistic pilot crashing into debris from the battle was fairly high;
a ship the size of a Subjugator-class heavy cruiser creates a lot of debris when
destroyed as thoroughly as the Nefarious Intent. Ship sensors struggled in the
system due to the high levels of radiation created by the black hole primary, and so
he was not picked up on any scanner as anything more than a bit of scrap.

The odds of him striking a working shuttle from his own squadron, one that was
assigned to scanning the debris for survivors and salvage, and hitting it at the right
angle to get stuck to it were virtually incalculable. The irony of the event would be
discussed in planning sessions, ready rooms, over mission comms, and most
importantly in bars and watering holes around the Emperor’s Hammer for decades
to come. Laughter born out of relief echoed through the command levels of the
Hammer as the Wing Commander made his way to see the rest of the pilots.

Task walked into the Drunken Bastion with a spring in his step. Carefully dodging
under the door this time, he made his way to the group collected on the far side of
the space; most of his pilots were there, where they had been for several hours. The
Wing Commander noted several heads “resting” on tabletops, at least a dozen empty
chalquilla bottles, and H0-P5 scrubbing glasses to keep up with the demands of the
pilots.  He repressed a frown.

"PILOTS, ATTENTION!" he roared in his "hangar bay voice." Groggy eyes peered up at
him, and among the pilots that were still coherent, Task saw several sets of
barely-focused eyes. He stood formally, as he would at an inspection, and hoped that
his composure would hold.  It wasn’t easy.

"Wake your colleagues and sober up. I expect at least five of you to be in Ready
Room 2 in approximately one hour, one way or the other."

The assorted noises and groans overpowered the quietly insubordinate remarks
coming from the group.  It was exactly the response he had hoped for, in fact.



"I need at least two pilots to go over to the Challenge for more chalquilla, and two
pilots to go down to the planet and find whatever passes for zucchini. And I need
one responsible pilot to go find those Twi'lek girls. Are any of you in shape to do
that?

The drunken pilots, visibly confused, were stunned into silence. What possible
reason could there be for all of these tasks? Was the Taskmaster putting together a
memorial service this soon?  Why couldn’t he just let them grieve for a while first?

"Colonel, whash goin on? Sholoshan is gone. Why we gotta go do thesesh
mishuns?"

Black Ranger was deep in his cups, and Task took a moment to mentally translate
the drunken speech. Task spoke slowly, carefully, so as to be understood by the
inebriated pilots.

“I’d think it’s rather obvious, Captain. We are going to celebrate.” Task turned to the
bartender droid and barked, “We’re going to need a lot of caff, droid. Make it strong
and keep it coming.” The bartender threw a salute at the Lieutenant Colonel with an
upper arm, as the other three busied themselves putting away mugs.

More confusion from the pilots. Task nearly laughed aloud at the tilt of the drunken
Wookiee’s head, looking for all the world as though the rest of his enormous furry
body was going to follow it right over. Only KeblaOmega seemed to be sober
enough to understand what Task was getting at, and he was obviously trying to
avoid jumping to the conclusion. Time to put an end to the mystery. He allowed a
smile to creep across his face, relaxed his stance, and leaned on the table in front of
him.

“Believe it or not - I’m still struggling to believe it myself, and I’ve seen him - Solohan
is alive!”


